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Stone Rejects Appointment;
Accepts Position with ETS

Will They Run?
Senate Executive Council elections are next Monday. So far there are
no announced candidates. Student Body President Stuart Mason and
Steven H. Keeney, vice president, had made no announcements Sunday
night.

Sehaefer Hits Athletic
Schedule, Mather Cost

f

Richard
H.
Schaefer '71,
treasurer of the Senate, has Issued
a statement oh the recent tuition
hike criticizing College financial
planning of athletic events and calling for faculty contribution to the
support of Mather Hall.
The College is still operating
, under "an ancient seven game
system where no matter where
the Wesleyan game is played, the
two teams split the gate receipts,"
Schaefer said.
Because the College splits game
receipts with Wesleyan, it has an
average three and one half home
games one year and four and one
half the next. The result is an
• income fluctuation of 90-100 per
cent in the athletic department,
the statement said.
The Mather Hall deficit, "Schaefer held, should be partially absorbed by non students using the
building. He urged the College
to investigate the possibility of
making the expenses "more equitable."
The College, Schaefer said, may
be pricing itself out of the market.
The Senate treasurer said he was
"encourgaed" to see President
Lockwood "break tradition" to

discuss the budget and the College's financial position with students.
The College's three greatest
problems in budgeting have been
low endowment, low room rents,
and an unprofitable summer and
graduate school program, Schaefer said.
He pointed out that the College
gets a return of only 4.1 per cent
on its 25 million dollar endowment,
while a good return is between
five and six per cent. The College is now adopting a more aggressive investment policy, according to President Lockwood.
Because room rent and dormitory expenditures are "tucked
away" , under auxiliary enterprises, no careful analysis of
room rents is possible, Schaefer said.
The deficits in summer school
and graduate school budgets
amount to having undergraduates
pay for "their educations" according to Schaefer.
The College's claim that the
summer graduate deficits are covered by the 4.1 return on the
endowment Is. "totally unacceptable," according to Schaefer .

Third Porty Ruled Out

Chuck Stone has turned down the three-year
associate professorship offered by the College.
He will become the director of Educational
Opportunities Projects for Educational Testing
Service (ETS) in Princeton, New Jersey.
In a telephone interview Sunday, Stone said the
decision was onethat he" rc gretted having to make"
but that he felt he could "serve the black
community at large better" with ETS.
"My first priority is to the black community," he
said.
Stone described his ETS job as working in all
areas that affect the black community and the
disadvantaged. He said he would "help develop new
methods and procedures to help more black kids
not only attend college but get through high school
with more success."
He said his decision was based on the feeling that
his efforts would be "more productive" with ETS
than on any one campus dealing with one specific
situation.
The " l a s t minute" ETS offer was "quite
unexpected", Stone said. "It offers a unique
opportunity to serve the black community."
Stone recognized the fact that his decision
contradicted his Jan. 28 statement to students
demonstrating outside President Lockwood's house
Chuck Stone
but' said, "If what they did in
their efforts to bring me to Trinity was a reflection of their commitment to black liberation, then
with that kind of understanding and
commitment, I hope they will understand my decision which I
believe is a stronger commitment
by Kevin Gracey
to the black community,"
A plan to allow students to choose honors-pass-fail.
Stone said he plans to write an
In addition, the plan calls for
open letter to students explaining between three separate systems of
grading is among the proposals of the traditional dean's list to be
the reason for his decision.
He said he would prepare a four the Grading Review Committee eliminated. This was seen as a
year black studies program and which will be released sometime possible point of controversy by
Green. "This may go hard with
curriculum for the College anyway this week.
"It isn't what we originally had some of the traditionalists and perand would be "available as a consultant and advisor." He said it in mind," said committee member haps the trustees," he said. He
would be a "privilege" to help Jeff Green, '70 in a TRIPOD inter- added, however, that he expected
the College in its efforts with view. "But it's very good in terms no particular trouble.
Other stipulations of the proposal
urban studies and indicated that of ultimate results, and it was the
call for "as much freedom as posliving in Princeton would make it course of least resistance."
The plan, originally introduced sible" for students in choosingtheir
easier for him to come to Hartby Committee member Stephen major evaluative systems.
ford.
Requirements for numbers of
"I have the fondest respect for Minot, Assistant Professor of EngTed
Loekwood
and George lish, is as yet unfinalized. The
(Continued on page 7)
Cooper," he said. Cooper, who Committee, headed by Dr. George
W.
Doten
of
the
Psychology
Departoffered him the post in the history department, he said, seemed ment, will meet again today to adopt
"committed
to •academically the final draft.
The current plan is a com(Continued on page 8)
promise, according to Green. The
original plan, which was proposed
by Green last year, called for the
abolition of all grades at Trinity.
"This plan is unsatisfactory in
that it doesn't get at the root of
the problem," said Green. "HowThe new judicial system was
ever, it does increase the student's approved by the Senate Sunday with
options in the manner in which he ten
ammendments.
The new
will be graded. The freedom of
system, drawn up by the Trinity
College Council, was approved by
cess, according to the 1970 choice has beenincreasedsubstanLecturer-in-Residence, He cited tially. It was the best we had," the faculty earlier, this semester.
The plan as now adopted calls for
The document, along with the
the election of John Lindsay as
Senate ammendments, must now be
mayor of New York City in 1969 the formulation of three systems of
as proof that a new political coali- grading: letter grading as now im- sent back to the TCC and to
plemented, the standard pass-fail
the faculty for final approval.
tion can work.
The amendments ranged from
Lindsay failed to receive the option, and a similar system using
the measure of honors-pass-fail.
taking the power of summary sus(Continued on page 10)
The manner in which the course is
pension away from the President
to be graded will be determined by
of the college and vesting it in
Elections
the instructor and entered in the
"the appropriate judicial panel"
Senate at-large class elections
Catalogue as part of the class
to excluding student records from
and constitutency elections will
description.
evidence.
be held Friday. Petitions with ten
A student may take as many
Maximum time for summary
signatures must be submitted by 4
courses pass-fail or honors-passsuspension was changed from 48
p.m. Thursday by all candidates.
fail as he chooses, subject only
to 24 hours to conform to the
Executive council elections are
to his major requirements and
student bill of rights. That no
next Monday; petitions should be
regardless of their listing in the
provision of the system shall apply
in by Saturday noon. All peititons
catalogue. He may also petition
to any student if it conflicts with
should be sent to Robert Osher,
individually for letter grades in
the Student Bill of Rights was
box 647.
courses listed as pass-fail or
another amendment.

Badillo Calls for New Coalition
Herman Badillo called Thursday
light for the formation of a strong
new political coalition to combat
racism and neglect in our Urban
centers.
to the third lecture of this series
entitled "The Future of Our Urban
Centers," Badillo said that this
coalition would have to be made
VU
:C P Primarily of Blacks, Puerto
J R
icans,
liberal
middle-class
whites, young liberals and liberal
labor unions.
The purpose of such a coalition
^ u l d be to wrest control of the
^mocratic Party from its present leadership and use the party
s both as pressure and administrative vehicle.
"In neither the Democratic or
• ^epbmtcan parties is there a fac-

by Steven Pearlstein
tion which can implement steps
which experts know must be taken
if we are to solve the problems
of the cities," said Badillo.
Badillo ruled out the possibility
of the new coalition forming a
third party. He said that U. S.
history shows that third parties
rarely have lasted in the political
structure, but have instead served
to keep existing parties in line
with the desires of the citizens.
Badillo predicted that once a
few election successes are scored
by candidates of the coalition, the
chieftains of the Democratic Party,
such as John Bailey, would come
around with support, both financial
and moral.
The Liberal Party in New York
City is a frequent model of suc-

Committee fti; Suggest
Grading Alternatives

Senate
Amends
Judiciary
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Jesters Perform Trio with Mixed Success
by Kevin O'Mally
"Jungle" was presented February 13, 14 and 15 by "Jesters,"
in cooperation with Director David
F. Eliet and the Theater Arts Program. The three one-act plays
ranged from experimental to contemporary
'Absurd':
William
Keyes '71 wrote and performed in
"Seasons and Silences," Kevin Kerr
'70 wrote "Jungle Life" and Keyes
wrote "Johnny Appleseed Died."
The first play, "Jungle Life,"
•was performed in a simple room
•with .chairs, a door, and a hanging
window, all of which centered
around Aaron (Frederick Horn) and
Annie (Juliet Rogers).
The couple, apparently married,
go through a series of vaguely r e lated discussions, constantly interrupting one another with questions which the proceed to take
- - unwittingly — too literally or
too figuratively. Starving cows in
"Sports Illustrated" and the possibility of being the last two people
alive are discussed. (They are runing low on food because Aaron is
afraid to go out into the streets.)
A flower-plastered
policeman
(David Wakefield) arrives to inform them that they are indeed the
last two people alive. Mutt, the
policeman, leaves and returns
twice, and each time, upon entering, refers to some image
mentioned while he was gone.
There is more conversation, to
the point where it is obvious that
. (Markovitz photo)
they have nothing to do but talk,
and nothing to talk about. The
Francine (Robi-Reig) reacting in an antagonistic manner to Albert weather is mentioned, and while
Aaron and Annie play cards Mutt
(Dean Hamer) in JOHNNY APPLESEED DIED. Scene takes place in does a long monologue about the
room without windows or doors.
state of jungle living and other
weird topics. The content of the
play is interesting in its oddness,
but the context takes tor granted
that the audience is willing to corn-

pare "jungle life" with "modern
life." Not even the good and consistent acting of Frederick Horn
helps to untangle the jungle.
"Seasons and Silences," a madtender dance-chant, was the second play. In a way, it was like
a sequel to "Caucasian Chalk Circle"; Robin Reif andWilliam Keyes
screamed, crawled and gyrated as
they had in that previous production, and Miklos Horvath played
The Man in a similar manner to
one of his parts in "Chalk Circle."
Five actors (dressed in clothes
which looked too much like pajamas) splashed all over the darkened stage in front of a phosphorescent blue screen. The Man
(dressed in relatively normal
clothes) narrated the story of the
misunderstandings, and love, between himself, his father and his
own son. The Man's story and the
dancers'- stutter-chant were meant
to be related; his specifics ("My

father never talked to me.") were
matched by their litanies ("father,
father, farther, farther").
Unfortunately the dancers never
really formed a unit; Juliet Rogers
seemed somehow lost on the stage,
while David Wakefield droned and"
Dean Hamer raced around. The >
"Voices" were too often merely
repetitious and muffled.
Keyes' "Johnny Appleseed Died"
was by far the best play of the
three. Robin Reif and Dean Hamer
were excellent as Francine and Albert (a modern Adam and Eve).
These two completely incompatible
mates are headed toward a distant
planet to start a new human race.
(The Earth is to be turned into
green cheese, per order of God.)
By means of subtle and sometimes^
ridiculous humor, "Johnny" was
supported and sustained. Mr. Keyes
should be well pleased with this
polished short work.

Go to Hell!

^Skimming ————:

Discs for Delectation

by George Evans
This column is dedicated to r e HOT RATS, Frank Zappa, Bizviewing the best records to come arre. Better than anything that
out in any particular period of the Mothers ever did, this album
time relative to this writer. Being features Zappa's highly polished
very biased, I leave it to the guitar work and Ian Underwood's
individual reader to judge the ver- comparable reed work. Definitely
acity of my taste.. These reviews not rock, but jazz with rock overare intended solely for entertain- tonfes, this album receives nothing
ment purposes and probably don't but the highest praise for its superb
have any scientific validity. Sort taste and originality. Wow~A.
of like the records, I guess. AnyThat's, all for this week—don't
way, here 'Us.
forget B, B. King and Gasoline
FOUR SAIL, Love Elektra. Ar- the 22nd. Ta,
thur: Lee has, a new group and a
sort of new sound. His voice has
added a bit of range and the band's
backing fills out and strengthens,
more than the old Love did. At
least every cut doesn't sound the
same, as before. Best cuts include 'August,' 'Talking in My
Sleep,' and 'Singing Cowboy.' Nice
to listen t o —
A new exhibition, entitled "Gould
BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED
WATER, Simon and Garfunkel, Co- Bird Books and Audubon Prints,"
lumbia. That highly-competent will open at the Wadsworth Athepair, is at it again,, but this time neum on Wed, Feb. 18.
John Gould and John James Audwith more of a beat. There are
no Mrs. Robinsons in this batch, ubon were two of the most notable
but 'Cella' could very well be her . figures in the field of pictorial
sister. 'So Long, Frank Lloyd ornithology and zoology. Their
. Wright' is sheer beauty of the works not only display remarksame caliber as 'For Emily' or able technical accuracy but have
'America.' The backing behind the .. a delightful liveliness and charm.
The Atheneum's collection of
singing, is sometimes trite, but
generally leaves little to be de- Gould books contains 49 volumes
sired. Paul Simon once again shows bound handsomely in Morroccoand
that his style is probably among are gilt-edged and tooled.
Twelve lithographs from Auduthe most gifted around. I like
bon's "Vivaparous Quadrupeds of
Simon & Whatsisname—B.
North America" will be on disDUET, Illinois Speed Press, Co- play and four of the original preplumbia. Only two Kitltarists remain aratory sketches for the "Softfrom what could have been the Haired Squirrel." These sketches
best group ever to come out of the enable' the viewer to see the
west coast, and their performance stages of work leading up to the
on this record is disappointing. final print and reveal the incredThere is only about half a record's ible care that he lavished on his
worth of decent material here, and art. The finished print brings the
even that is hard to find. The second animals to sparkling life.
side should be listened to first,
"'Gould Bird Books and Audubon
and lightly at that. 'Bad Weather' is
Prints"
was organizedby two mema beautiful song, enhanced even
more by the group's Crosby, Stills, bers of the Atheneum staff, Peter
Nash-type vocal. If anything, the O. Marlow, Curator of Paintings
guitar playing is not as well done and Sculpture, and Mrs, Elizaas on their first effort, but per- beth Hoke, Librarian. The exhifection is hard to match. Such a bition will be in Austin Gallery
and will continue through March
shame—C plus.
22.

Bird Books
And Prints
In Hartford

(Markovitz photo)

SnfelS®€tuaS Conversation:
Aaron (Christia Horn) tries to get his. message across to his wife Annie,
in JUNGLE LIFE, the first of three one-act plays in Goodwin Theatre*
last weekend.

Plans for Spring Arts Festival
Take Form, Gain Momentum
by Ted Kroll
After a month of planning and most likely it will happen in some
talking with students, the Spring park in Hartford or out somewhere
Arts, Festival called Environ- in the country.
mentals: Man, Art, Community is
Among the various projects to
beginning to take Shape and build come from students are: a weekits own momentum. The festival long live-in in the Old Cafe —
as conceived by Yukihisa Isobe, a fifteen poor souls will examine the
landscape architect from New problems of over-population by
York, will be a series of different doing it for a week. A bag of pollumedia events that will gradually tion consisting of a car running ininvolve the Trinity campus into side a plastic dome. Wiring the
an awareness of its total environ- cigarette machine in the Cave for
ment. While partly a celebration, sound so that everytime someone
the main concern behind the festival is to point out through various i
demonstrations and participant i
events the need for a drastic r e evaluation of man's role toward!
his surroundings. Hopefully, by
Earth Day, April 22, the last day ;
of the festival, the students of Trin- '•
ity will want to break out of their
insular point of view to experience
Thursday evening tntheWidener
the complexity of their ecosystem Gallery of the Austin Arts Center
with a sharpened sensitivity.
musicologist and composer E r - ,
Isobe, Mitch Papas (co-direc- nesto Rubin de Cervin of,Venice
t o r s ) and many students working presented a witty, fascinating, inwith the Senate committee on Ecol- formed talk on contemporary Italogyf have developed the following ian music and musicians.
With the help of eight taped exgeneral plans for the festival to
be held from April 16 through amples (none of which were of
Earth Day: an Environmental his own work), Maestro Rubin de
sculpture show in thexAustin Arts Cervin discussed the positions of
Center running throughout April. four generations of active Italian
commenting
that
A huge multi-media show inside composers,
Ferris gym. A performance of "each and every one would prefer
URBAN BLIGHT by the Columbia to be dead rather than be conUniversity Theatre Troupe. A film fused with another composer."
showing and lecture by Michael
The speaker was introduced by
Snow/ a reknowned filmmaker of Michael R. Camp, Professor of
the avant garde. A scavenger hunt of Modern languages and Director of
sorts to gather together the filth the Cesare Barbieri Center for
of Hartford industry. A panel dis- Italian Studies. Campo noted that
cussion between a city planner on several occasions distinguished
biologist, and an artist etc. Alarge Italian composers had come to
scale "event" on the quad to include Trinity presented jointly by the
outdoor films, live music etc
Barbieri Center and the music
The final event will be a camp- faculty.
out, the night before Earth Day to
Rubin de Cervin said that alexamine the environment outside though various influences on
of normal patterns and to get the works could be traced—like those
feel of living interdependent^ to- of Stravinsky, Cage, andWebern—
gether. The final details for this composers like Scelzi, Constatni,
camp-out are not settled yet, but Scarrina, Clemente, Donatoni

buys a pack of cigarettes, it resounds throughout Mather Hall.
The growing of mushrooms to be
eaten by all on Earth Day. The
construction of a plastic tube,
chute-slide from one of the taller
buildings on campus.
All suggestions are welcomed
and should be given to Mitch Pappas at ACC or myself at Box 583
as soon as possible so that work
can start quickly.

Rubin de Cervin Talk;
'Witty', 'Fascinating'
Busscotti, Panni, and Verganm
were producing an amazing quantity of new and interesting scores
Which were being performed on the
radio and in festivals. He also dedared that although it might be
rash to predict, the future oj J<"
Italian music would seem not to
be unworthy of the past.
Rubin de Cervin has composed
works for clarinet, alto clarinet,
bass clarinet and bass voice, string
quartets, piano, ottavino and bongo,
as well as for theatrical, choral
and television performances. He
has written a number of scholarly
articles and has contributed to the
Ricordi Encyclopedia Delia Musica
and program notes for the International Music Festival of Venice,
1964-68.
Rubin de Cervin has taught si
the J. Tomadini Musical Lyceum
of Udine. At present he teaches
harmony and counterpoint at the
Marcello Conservatory of Venice.
On March 11, the distinguished
Italian composer, Riccardo Mali"
piero of Milan will return to Trin- ,|
ity after an absence of eleven years f
for a lecture in which he will dis- <sj
v
cuss Dante and Music.
X'
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Fourth Concert
Stars Frenchmen

(Whetzel Photo)

Metalwork (Pewter)

High School art show, as Austin Arts Center how, featured this metal work by 18-year-old Bruce Carlson of
Manchester.

Atheneum Initiates New Line Film
Series Today in Avery Theater
A series of three New Line Cine- AUGUST AT THE HOTEL OZONE,
ma film programs starts at the SUMMER WAR, and DODGE CITY.
The feature presentation is the
Wadsworth Atheneum today.
Ozone movie, a product of CzechNew Line films come from all oslavakia and, as Time Magazine
over the world and are not avail- put it, " a shattering splice of
able to the movie public through life after the third World War."
normal channels. They include ex- Not a message film, OZONE deperimental, socio-political, satir- picts a world of the destroyed
ical, often "underground" films future in realistic rather than
and may run for 70 seconds or fantastic terms.
SUMMER WAR is a 28 minute
the usual 85 to 90 minutes. There
will be two showings at 7 and 9 P.M. Danish film which won a first
prize at the International Short
in Avery Theater.
The first in the series consists Film Festival in Oberhausen, Gerof three films, THE END OF many. Only four minutes long,

DODGE CITY is a United States
production, anti-war in content,
and winner of prizes at San. Francisco and Locarno, Italy, festivals.
The second and third programs
in the series are THE VIRGIN
PRESIDENT to be presented on
Feb. 24 and VALI, THE WITCH
OF POSITANO which will be seen
March 3. These programs will
also include shorter films.Tickets
for the series may be purchased
at the Atheneum and information
regarding them may be obtained
by calling the Atheneum at
278-2670.

The College will present the
fourth concert in its 1969-70
Chamber Music Series on Sunday
(Feb. 22) at 2:30 p.m. in the
Goodwin Theatre of the Austin
Arts Center. Two French artists
will perform flute and keyboard
sonatas by Bach, Vivaldi, Handel
and LeClair.
Jean-Pierre Rampal, the Marseilles-born flutist, has recorded
more than almost any other living
flutist: Columbia, Epic, PatheMarconi, Mercury, Philips, RCA
Victor, Washington, Westminster.
The son of a flute instructor at
. the Paris Conservatoire, Rampal
was led by the unusual combination
of circumstances during the German occupation of France in 1943
to enroll in the Conservatoire.
However accidental his enrollment
may have been, he won the Conservatoire's First Prize before he
left school.
Robert Veyron-Lacroix, son of
a French industrialist, studied
keyboard at the Conservatoire,
specializing in harpsichord, with
piano second. While a student, he
won a record number of First
Prizes:
in piano, harmony,
counterpoint, accompaniment and
solfeggio. He has toured extensively throughout Africa, Latin and
North America, and the Far East,
and is a regular guest performer
at most European festivals, from
Granada to Edinburgh. He too has
recorded widely. Mr. VeyronLacroix will perform on aNeuport
Harpsichord lent for the occasion
by Alice Kugelman of West Hartford.
In addition to the duo's concert, their first in Hartford, Mr.
Rampal will give a Colloquium on
Flute Playing while he is at the
College. Practicing flutists and
advanced students should contact
FELLOWSHIPS
The Graduate Fellowships
C o m m i t t e e selected Jay
Bernstein, '70, Eugene L. Newell,
'70, and James H. Tonsgard, '70,
as nominees for the Keasbey
Fellowships. The fellowships
provide two years of graduate
study in a British college or
university.
They will compete against nine
other nominees from other U.S.
colleges for four places in
1970-1972.

Baird Hastings at Trinity College
(527-3153) if interested.
For ticket information, call
527-8062. Three musicians from
.India will present music from
•their homeland as the fifthconcert
of this year's Chamber Music
Series, on Sunday, April 19

N.Y. Shows
Albers Art
Eight early black and white
prints and eight recent uninked
embossed linear constructions by
artist Josef Albers will be on exhibit at The Museum of Modern
Art until March 15, 1970.
The exhibition, entitled The
Graphic Constructions of Josef
Albers, was directed by RivaCastleman, Assistant Curator for
Prints and Illustrated Books, and
is installed in the Northeast Gallery on the Main Floor.
In 1968 Albers commemorated
his eightieth birthday with the
publication of a pamphlet devoted
to his series of eight lithographs
called GRAPHIC TECTONIC printed In 1942, and presented a set
of the eight prints to the Museum.
With the appearance of his new
series, EMBOSSED LINEAR CONSTRUCTIONS, Albers has carried
his work with graphic constructions even further. This
second group of eight prints, printed by Gemini G, E. L. In Los
Angeles and donated by them to
the Museum, offers a fortunate
opportunity to study side by side
the two series printed a quarter
of a centurv apart.
Born in Germany, in 1888,
Albers now lives in New Haven,
Conn. His work encompasses glass
pictures of the Bauhaus period,
drawings, oils, gouaches, wall
paintings, lithographs, linocuts,
woodcuts, etchings, engravings
and seriographs.
His works in public collections
are found in at least a dozen countries and about half of the states
in this country (including the
Trinity College Gallery) with about,
•sixty ' works' in The .Museum of
Modern Aft •Collection, and His
works may be found as well in
commercial buildings such as the
Corning Glass Building in New
York.

New Cinestudio Film Series
by John Grzeskiewicz

Polymer Category

(Whetzel Photo)

Eric Spencer, 16, of Storrs, did this work called Polymer Category.

This week, the Cinestudio in
Krieble is inaugurating its series
of 35 mm. programs. This was
accomplished not without a great
deal of bother, however, for the
state of Connecticut's regulations
concerning the projection of
movies in 35 mm. (i.e. the standard, commercial film stock as
distinguished from the cheaper"
smaller 16 mm. favoredbycollege
film societies) are extremely
rigid. With all the necessary licensing arid inspection out of the
way, the Cinestudio will begin
showing 35 mm. second and
maybe even first runs on a more
or less regular basis. This week's
35 mm double-feature consists
of the Beatles' and George Dunning's THE YELLOW SUBMARINE
and Arthur Penn's ALICE'S
RESTAURANT
starring Woody
Guthrie's son.
This innovation marks the culmination of a year-long effort to
rehabilitate and renovate Krieble
Auditorium into a movie palace
in black, red, and gold with coffee-brown drapes, a real box
office, and admission tickets that
get torn in halves.
The 16 mm. programs will, of
course, be continued to be shown
at Krieble as usual. Satur-

day night at 8 P.M. Nikos Kon- EMPIRE the musical-science-ficdouros' YOUNG APHRODITES tion-western serial that made Gene
(1964) will be presented. It Autry a star.
was inspired by Longus' pastoral,
Daphnis and Chloe, and it Is a
We get back to firmer ground
stylistically mannered tale of a with Clive Donner's 1964 film,
group of (male) shepherds who NOTHING BUT THE BEST. Donner
wander down from the mountains, along with the incoherent and imicoming across a fishing village, tative Richard Lester introduced
all of whose men have been away ' the' "mod" sensibility to films.
for quite some time leaving their Donner in the year after NOTHING
women all alone. Already you can BUT... made one of the funniest
see why this film enjoyed such a films of the 60's, WHAT'S NEW
long run .at the Art a few years PUSSYCAT?, a fortunate conago. The film concentrates on the fluence of the talents of Donner,
pubescent relationship between the Peter Sellers, and Woody Allen.
10
year
old shepherd boy. Donner in NOTHING BUT THE
Skymnos, arid the half-naked (hence, BEST had at his disposal Frederick
its attraction for the devotees of Raphael, an excellent scriptwriter
the Art) 12 year old, Chloe. The who later wrote for Donen's TWO
music was composed for such in- ON THE ROAD. Donner and Rateresting instruments. as the phael invented a wry plot of a
guaida, bouzouki, santouri, and young upstart, Alan Bates, hiring
lute.
a down-on-the-dumps aristocrat,
The mere mention of THE BLOB Denholm Elliott, to teach him the
is enough to take most of us back proper manners and speech (this
to the days of rock n' roll, Presley, is Britain) so that he can get to
James Dean, Elsenhower, etc. This to the top and marry the boss's
incredibly campy 1958 movie about daughter, Millicent Martin, This
a jelly-like monster that almost is the film with the famous scene
devours the world introduced, be- where Bates strangles his tutor
lieve It or not, Steve McQueen to with the latter's Etonian school
the screen, THE BLOB Is an ap- tie. Need I say more? This adept
propriate companion piece to the comedy will be shown here Sunday
fifth chapter of THE PHANTOM at 8 P.M.
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Chuck Stone's Impact on Hiring-

Faculty Defend Right to Control Membership
by Glenn Gustafson
people made assumptions that may you, was the whole burden of my
or may not have been warranted." intention. We're going to come to
a realization in this country and
on this campus that there is a
Departmental Sanctity
body of expert and professional'
Although Miller held that the knowledge and responsibility that
sanctity of departments "is not all cannot be assumed by the stu,
that great," Neaverson voiced Ms dents."
approval by saying that departMiller, who admitted having
mental chairmen "are people the mixed feelings on the subject, obmost affected by and most knowl- served that sociology students meet
edgeable about candidates to fill with all the candidates for posivacancies. Undernocircumstances tions in the department and conshould a faculty member be ap- vey their feelings to him. Students
proved without approval of the de- in general, he claimed, could play
partment."
a useful role in advising the facEngley concurred with Neaver- ulty about candidates for newposison in discussing the validity of tions "not as to scholarly or acathe departmental structure. "Some demic qualifications but rather
things in this world have been time- as to their potential as teachers."
tested. At the base of this system,
It was Poliferno's contention that
recommendations for appointments only full professors should be on
and promotions rise out of the the Committee for Appointments
departments," he said. In his view, and Promotions. "But I'm not opappointments should come from full posed to anybody with any relevant
membership of the department. "It views expressing them," he added.
would be foolhardy for a chairman Poliferno called the suggestion for
to try to ram through somebody' majors to meet with and vote on
Who wasn't accepted in the depart- candidates for a department "a bit
ment," Engley added.
arbitrary because majors don't
Fuller noted that presently the re represent all the students who take
are no procedures for appointing courses in a department."
a "multiple departmental profes"There certainly should be stusor. "• A new Committee on Appoint- dent sentiment reflected," Oxnam
ments and Promotions to be voted maintained. As did many other of
on by the faculty this week will con- the faculty members, he favored
sider, what procedures are appro- , a student course evaluation at the
priate for the establishment of a end of each semester, which, in his
non-departmental professorship, words, would measure "how well
Fuller disclosed. He suggested that professors perform."
five per cent of the faculty be reAccording to McKee, as in the
served for "non-departmental | sociology department every proskinds of appointments."
pective faculty member is interLindsay said that he didn't object viewed exclusively by students in
to a non-departmental professor- the government department in an
ship' in principle but added, "I environment of the students' own
think there is some argument." choosing. The student chairman,
According to Neaverson, secre- he continued, is given the choice
tary of the faculty, the faculty con- of. selecting the other students.
ference, of which he is chairman,
was asked by President LockwoodFinal Decision
to make a proposal concerning
faculty hiring outside the departAlthough Neaverson held that the
ments. "The conference will con- practice of students interviewing
sider the problem of interdepart- candidates should be continued, he
mental assignments and how we will claimed that the final decision
handle them in the future," should be made by the faculty ithe stated.. Neayerson wentpntosay self. He agreed with a statement
that the faculty conference recently on the government of colleges and
finished restructuring the faculty universities by the American Assocommittee system and remarked ciation of University Professors
that the Committee on Appoint- which states: "Faculty status and
ments and Promotions "has not related matters are primarily a
been significantly changed."
faculty responsibility; this area
includes appointments, reappointments, decisions not to reappoint,
Students Not Wanted
promotions, the granting of tenure,
Although all of the faculty mem- and dismissal. Furthermore,
i bers interviewed were opposed to. scholars in a, particular field or
having students on ..the Appoint- activity have the chief competence
ments and Promotions Committee, for judging the work of their colleagues; in such competence it is
; 'The Library staff will hold an some were more adamant in their
open forum at 4:00 on Thursday, rejection of the idea than others.
Cooper asserted that "one of the ;
in the Walton Room.
things we have to guard against is £ :S:::-:i:::ft:::K::::::W^
The forum, entitled "Dialogue in opening
any personnel question | ABC PIZZA HOUSEl
Education," is the first in a series to massup emotions
:;
which will deal with a number of since the great mass of particularly
students ::
:::;
topics under the broad heading of have a transient interestthe
and
rarely
"The Library's Role as an Initiator have the time or inclination to :«:• Across from Trinity College Si;
:•:•
. and Guide in the Academic Com- assess
all of the factors. The $ 287 New Britain Ave.,
munity."
|
Hartford
:•:•
resolution of the so-called "Chuck
Among the topics to be discussed Stone
i$
"Call before you leave Jiji
affair",
in
the
faculty
two
at the first meeting are the extent weeks ago kept the procedures of j |
the Campus"
::•:
of faculty members' responsibility
Phone 247-0234
$'
towards upkeep of library stock, the College. That, I can assure |
% Mon. — Thur. 11 a.m.-12 p.m. :•:•
•-. modes of modern library maintenance, the scopeof library emphasis
:•:• Fri. and Sat. 11 a.m.-l a.m.
$•
PERF. 7:00 & 9:00
on education, urban problems and
•!•; S u n . - 1 2 a . m . - l l p.m.
••••:
non-western studies; and the role
"Camille has her flings
of new media, specifically film,
in high style!"-*f.ren«
in the library collection.
'-The.''.meeting-is open to all inKent Cleaners
terested members of the college
Corner of
. community.
camille

"The faculty should ultimately
have a controlling voice" in the
selection of membership subject to
, institutional considerations. Student inputs are valuable but I think
in the final analysis the decision
(to hire) should be made by people.
who are best qualified to judge because of their perspective."
The above statement by Robert
Lindsay, professor of physics arid
chairman of the committee on appointments and promotions, was
characteristic of feelings expressed by ten faculty members
interviewed on the possible consequences of the Chuck Stone affair
on hiring procedures at the College.
Those interviewed also included
Rest C. Neaverson, professor of
government and chairman of the
faculty conference; Clyde D. McKee, associate professor of government and acting chairman of
the department; George B. Cooper,
chairman of the history department, Donald B. Engley, librarian
and college professor, Norman
Miller, chairman of the sociology
department, Robert W. Fuller, dean
of the faculty; Mario J. Poliferno,.
associate professor of, mathemat-,
ics; Robert B. Oxnam, assistant
professor of history; and W. Miller Brown, instructor of philosophy.
Nearly all of 'the ten faculty
members interviewed saw the
recent incident involving Stone as
different from the normal hiring
practices. Oxnam called it a "deviation." Poliferno used the term
"special case."
Brown, a member of the faculty
conference, said it reaffirmed the
department structure at the College.
"It avoids the long-range issue
of how to deal .with blacks who don't.
have the standard credentials. It
is not apermanent solution," Brown
said. In Brown's opinion, the procedures are not adequate to the
situation. "What this should do is
to force the faculty and administration to talk about the procedures," he explained.
Poliferno held- that there was
nothing wrong with the procedures.
Claiming that the Stone affair was
an unusual type of situation, he
said, "Somewhere along the line
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implicit that responsibility exists
for both adverse and favorable
judgments. The governing board
and president should, on questions
of faculty status, as in other matters where the faculty has primary
responsibility, concur with the faculty judgment except in rare instances and for compelling reasons
which should be stated in detail."
Secrecy
The Chuck Stone affair created
a lot of misgivings on the part
of students as to the necessity of
secrecy in the hiring process. The
faculty, however, saw things differently. "Whether in business, industry, government, or education,
there has to be confidentiality in
the (hiring) process," Engley asserted. "There are many personal
factors involved, particularly with
the person under consideration,
which shouldn't be a matter of
public information," he added.
"While secrecy and confidentiality can be used for the usual sinister reasons," Miller explained,
"they also serve to protect a man's
right to privacy and, indeed, make
it more possible than would otherwise be the case, for him to get a
job elsewhere."
Poliferno contended that secrecy
is instrumental in allowing the
members of the Appointments and
Promotions Committee to maketheir decisions "provided you have
people on that committee who you
can trust." Adding that protection
is the key work he said, "It boils
down to making sure the job gets
done well."

should evolve is open to question," he said.
Departmentalchairmanships are
^
now on a five-year basis instead
of. life appointments. According to
Fuller, this came about because of
discussions between the administration and department chairmen.
The change was voted through by
the trustees three or four years
ago, Fuller said. In his opinion,
the existing scheme is "a little too
inflexible for today's needs which
don't lie in departmental struc- ~~*
ture."
In Poliferno's view the faculty
should be a body which sets its
own standards, chooses its own
members, and measures its own
ideals "to as great extent as possible." The majority of the faculty
interviewed concurred with him.

Best Qualified
How should the faculty be selected ideally? Although many of
the faculty members said that the
ideal could never be achieved, most
were willing to discuss what they
felt were the more important factors.
"Ideally you try to get the best
qualified people," according to
Lindsay. He added, "For some departments there are more qualified
people than others. In physical science, for example, there are a
large number of qualified people.
That's not so in the social sciences."
McKee said he was very conscious of the benefits of a departmental structure. "There has to be
some type of administrative grouping of faculty members. Whether
the present departmental structure

Principle of Exclusion
"Although this is the classical
characterization of a profession,
it can be a principle of exclusion
based upon considerations besides
professional achievement," Brown
waVned. "It's fine if the faculty
constantly re-evaluates the standards of their admissions' procedures. Clearly pressures brought
on the faculty by society are instrumental in this," he continued.
Brown expressed a fear that the
faculty can become "constricting
and narrow rather than general
and wise."
Oxnam asserted that the ideal
system would measure teaching
as a primary function. "Thefaculty
should establish standards for itself and operate as a distinct
unit. But there is no reason in
the world the faculty should be
isolated from the College community," he explained. In Oxnam's
mind, "it (is imperative that we
think in terms of being responsible
to a larger collective community."
But, as did all the other faculty
mentioned, "the ultimate responsibility in the hiring process must
lay with the faculty."
Systemize that," Oxnam said
with a smile, "and you're a genius."
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Inventor Contributed Generously to College
by Michael O'Melia

Karl W. Hallden, noted inventor,
industrialist, and philanthropist,
known for his many contributions
to the College, died Feb. 9 in
Clearwater, Fla, at the age of 85.
Hallden was a life trustee of the
College and a recipient of two honorary degrees, M.S. in 1948 and
D.Sc. in 1955, and the Eigenbrodt
Trophy, the highest honor that can
be bestowed on a College alumnus.
Professor of Engineering Edwin
P. Nye, who holds the chair of
the engineering endowed by
Hallden, called Hallden an "inventive genius." He said that Hallden had the "ability to visualize
in three dimensional space."
Hallden's successful inventions,
numbering close to 200, bear out
the truth of Nye's statement. He is
most known for his "Flying
Shears" which is used to cut and
straighten sheet metal in the production of automobiles, tin cans,
brass cartridges for rifles and pistols, brass and steel rods, and in
many other industries.
"A creature of many faces and as
many moods, showing amazing
adaptability; a mess of gears,
knives, shafts, motors, bearings,
cams, tubes, nuts and bolts-components of distinct personalities combine to represent the convenient term - Fling Shears" said
one observer of Hallden's invention.
Hallden who is noted in WHO'S
WHO IN AMERICA for "special
educational philanthropy" has contributed to nearly every area of
College funds.
His major contribution was the
underwriting of the construction of
the Hallden Engineering Laboratory in 1946 and subsequent
"additions in 1953 and 1958, which
doubled and then tripled the size of
the original building.
Other contributions were made
to the Hallden Game Room, given
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in honor of his wife, theWatkinson
Library Fund, the Alumni Fund,
the Glee Club Fund, and countless others.
Hallden contributed to the Kristina Hallden, Margaret Hallden
and Karl Hallden Engineering
Scholarship Funds,
He also sponsored the translation of the BIOGRAPHY OF
CHRISTOPPIER POHLEM, a work
which he considered valuable to all
engineering students, from Swedish into English. Pohlem was a
noted Swedish engineering expert.
Hallden did not limit his contributions to the College. He also
provided funds for the construction of the Hallden Library at
Mount Ida Junior College, New
Centre, Mass, where his niece
attended school.
When asked why Hallden was
so generous in his gifts to education, Nye said, "Hallden was
always a strong believer in the
virtues of a liberal arts education."
Hallden, according to Nye, loved
to tell the story that his generosity to the College stemmed from
the fact that the President of the
College had once loaned him $100
so that he would be able to remain
in school. Hallden was merely r e paying the debt, Nye said.
Supporting other causes besides
education, Hallden was the largest
contributor to the Wallace campaign in Connecticut, despite the
fact that he was a registered
Republican.
Born in Halrristead, Sweden on
Feb. 12, 1884, Hallden came to
America at the age of nine. He
went to a college preparatory
school in Michigan and entered
the College in 1905.
He graduated with a B.S. in
1909 and went to work for the
Plume & Atwood Company in
Thomaston, Conn, as Assistant
Chief Engineer.
In 1916, he struck out on his
own armed with his recent invention of the "Flying Shears" and
set up his company in Waterbury.
In 1930'he moved back to Thomaston and founded the Hallden
Machine Company as it appears
today.
He married Margaret M. Maligan on July 5, 1931, who soon
became
secretary,
assistant
treasurer, and a member of the
Board of Directors of the Hallden
Machine Company.
The company was nearly destroyed in the 1955 flood but was
rebuilt and resumed normal oper-

ations soon after.
Hallden was in Europe at the time
that the flood hit and didn't know
the extent of the damage until some
time later. Nye said that Hallden
reportedly was glad that he hadn't
seen the destruction of his plant
because he might have been discouraged and suspended operations
rather than ordering the plant to
be rebuilt.
Nye, commenting on Hallden,
called him " a very just, fair man".
Nye cited the fact that there had
never been a union in Hallden's
plant because he had always been
generous with way of wages and
benefits.
"Hallden was not a perfect man;
he was not a man without his biases and prejudices; he had a
strong personality and strong convictions, which brought him into
many disagreements with associates," said Nye.
"However," Nye said, "when
Hallden was defending his side of
an engineering conflict, he was
almost always in the right."
Hallden was an active man who
spent part of each summer and fall
hunting and fishing in Quebec. "He
was so proud of a moose that he
shot once that he had it shipped
back to Connecticut and roasted in
a local restaurant for all of his
friends," Nye said.
He regularly visited Sweden
where he had been knighted by
the order of Santa Lucia for his
engineering feats. He was very
proud of the fact that he still
had a mastery of the Swedish
language, said Nye.
He retained as much connection with the College as possible.
Karl W. Hallden

Bowdoin Drops College Boards;
Muir Terms Move 'Interesting'
by Jan Gimar

Bowdoin College has decided to
eliminate the College Board examination fSATi requirement for admissions, effective with the
applicants for the class of '74.
W. Howie Muir, director of admissions here, said last week that
no formal proposals for dropping
the College's SAT requirement
have been made. He said any final
decision of this sort would have to
be made by the faculty.
Muir termed the Bowdoin ex-
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periment an "interesting effort."
The Bowdoin plan is being watched,
he said, to see how it will work.
Bowdoin is allowing applicants
to submit SATs Lf. they wish.
Muir said it would be interesting
to know how carefully the optional
SATs would be considered in
weighing a student's potential.
Bowdoin says the reasons for
dropping the requirement are to
personalize the admissions system
and to avoid the over-emphasis
that it claims many students place
on the SAT in weighing their
chances for admission.
• '
Bowdoin cited the graduating
classes of '68 and '69 in which
24 per cent of those graduating
with honors had entered with SAT
scores below their class average.

In a poll of the Bowdoin faculty,
over. 50 per cent of the students
cited as models of men Bowdoin •
could "do without" had entered
with SAT scores above their class
average.
Another reason for elimination, is a feeling at Bowdoin that
"standardizes . . . tests cannot
escape cultural bias," therefore
favoring the "more advantaged elements of our society, while handicapping others." Thus, Bowdoin
contends, dropping the SAT requirement will allow it to "continue educating a High number of
low income and minority students."
Bowdoin says the elimination will
allow a student to rely totally upon
his school record and teacher
recommendations.
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Grading Proposal
The Grading Review Committee's tentative proposal to reform the
College's grading system represents a significant step in the reappraising
of an evaluative process that has long been recognized as inadequate.
The Committee's proposal is most significant for its flexibility; it
provides students and faculty with options to fit both indivdual and
separate disciplinary needs.
The recommendation to drop the Dean's list is a symbolic
recognition of the misplaced values that have limited our past
definitions of education.
In the responses the Committee solicited from graduate schools,
students and faculty one conclusion could be drawn: no one system
could be universally adopted as the best possible for the many different
needs represented within the College curriculum. The Committee's
recommendation that three types of courses be available—graded,
honors-pass-fail and pass-fail-offers a viable alternative to the present
rather arbitrary system of letter grades and one pass-fail option.
According to the three-system proposal, the student's freedom of
electing his evaluative system would be restricted to requirements
established by his major. While the department level is in many respects
the best one for advice about how different grading systems would
affect graduate and career expectations, the need for requirements
placed upon the students is questionable. The departments should serve
as advisors. Departments should work to obtain information on the
evaluative programs desired by individual schools.for student reference.
The student's program should then be molded around his special needs,
whether it be in preparation for graduate school or not.
Presumably the whole point of the proposal is to better provide for
the individual's needs. It would be presumptuous for the departments
to believe they could devise a set of standard evaluative requirements in
the best interest of all.
To require grades for any reason other than the fact that they are
necessary as an evaluative function for other institutions is to assume
they have inherent worth—perhaps to provide motivation, as the old
argument ran. As the committee itself must recognize, however, grades
do not have inherent worth. Those students who are not preparing for
advanced institutions which require such evaluations, cannot justly be
asked to turn their educations over to compitative evaluation systems.
On the contrary, they should be encouraged not to.
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LETTERS to the editor
'commitment'
To the Editor:
It seems that for too many students the "Stone incident" is over.
Let us not forget our commitment
made in the All-College meeting
Thursday, January 29, 1970. By
resolution Steve Keeney agreed to
call an All-College meeting to discuss a way of changing the system
that refused to appoint Stone to
the factuly (the resolution was made
by Andy Lipps). To paraphrase
Stokely Carmichael: The "Stone
incident" was good because it demanded that students be admitted
into the system. Now we must move
beyond the stage of demanding entry, to the new stage of changing
the system itself.
Let's see to it that this meeting
is held and attended by every student of Trinity College.
All Power To The People
Chief

'entertained'
To the Editor:
Friday night I went to three
student written one-act plays at
the Arts Center. I was entertained,
I guess. I thought about them only
a little until tonight. After dinner
tonight, I was walking through
Mather Hall, eavesdropping on conversations, when I heard an interesting one. Someone came up to an
actor in one of the plays and said
to him, "Hey, you were great!"
(He was, as a matter of fact.)
Whereupon the actor said to him,
"Really, the material was great."
(And he meant it.) I am writing
this because I wish to say that
fully 2/3 of the material was not
great; to call it horrid would be
closer to the truth.
I am presently writing a play.
I don't know how it will turn out,
but if by some freak of fate it ever
happens to be published, I think

I will preface it with a statement
something like "This play has some
revolutionary concepts in it: plot
and a character development." The
way things are going presently, this
really would be a revolutionary development. I am getting rather sick
of pseudo-intellectual game exercises that are passing for art. They
say: ideas and effect and communication are important. Bull,
PEOPLE are the most important
things. I am interested in real
people, in what they do, in what they
believe. And if they have revolutionary ideas, so much the better.
But if they aren't real people,
I feel as though I have been cheated.
I am flexible; I will allow the artist
to work in reverse. If a playwright
starts off with a theatre of ideas
and somehow manages to make his
mouthpiece characters also real
people, bravo. Shaw and Brecht
Stoppard did this. But I think that
today, too many playwrights and
too many critics have forgotten
about people.
So what was presented at Trinity
Friday night? Well, Kevin Kerr
seems to have read ROSENCBANTZ AND GUILDENSTERN,
ARE DEAD. His Aaron and Annie
seem not to know what's coming off
in a hostile and dead world. So they
play intellectual games with each
other to pass the time. I suppose
out of these meaningless games the
audience is supposed to find out the
meaning of life. If so, I am still
ignorant. I have to admire the
actors, though. In my mind it takes
a hell of a lot of study to learn very
long speeches that aren't even conversations.
William Keyes' first offering,
SEASONS AND SILENCES, was
purely an exercise, and nothing
else. David Eliet got to show, off
how well he handles actors in group
sequences, but we already knew it
(and were very impressed by it)
in THE CAUCASIAN CHALK CIRCLE. Otherwise, forget it.
It was only in the third play,

JOHNNY APPLESEED DIED, that
a sense of true theatre seemed to
surface from the previous muck.
Two Incompatible people, Francine
and Albert, have been stuck in a
very small room for three weeks. ^ ^
They don't know where they are;
7
they hate each other's guts, and
#how it. Eventually they find a
radio in the room, a recorded
announcement that carries on conversstions with them, tells Albert
to watch his language, and informs
our happy duo that they are on
a rocket ship speeding them to a
distant planet, the last two humans
left. God destroyed all humans ex- •-»•
cept them; He let them live because he knew that they would
^
never cohabitate. What a joke! God
laughs raucously, removes this
knowledge from Francine and Al- •*•
bert's minds, and the the two of
them start their quarreling again.
It is obvious that Chip Keyes borrowed heavily from HUIT CLOS
and BEDAZZLED, but no one should
care; all literature is borrowed.
The important thing was that he
created two people who were people, not admirable by any means,
but Alive. And he also wrote a brilliant and very funny dialogue. Both
of us had our cake and ate it too:
he had his idea asid I met some
people.
Aron Pasternak ' 73 s*

'over 75'
To the Editor:
Very pleased with atmosphere
at Trlnity-Wesleyan game on
Tues., Feb. 10. There was a minimum of booing and jeering while
players took foul shots, etc. Apparently good manners and Trinity
matriculation are not incompatible.
Although overmatched in native
abilities, the competitiveness of,,^.,
your
players, freshmen and
varsity, was commendable. Well
„_
done, men. Good manners and stout
hearts bridge the generations.
Respectfully,
H. Reiner (over 75)

On Target

The Poor in Our Midst
- by Alan Marchisotto —
It is time I think to draw attention to the plight of a most deprived group on campus which has
suffered
from
long-standing
discrimination on the part of College officials and the student body
at large. I of course refer to the
unfortunate position of dogs on
this campus. At a time when society is demanding total equality
for all of its members, and people
here at Trinity have done their best
to create an atmosphere of total
chaos in an attempt to rectify real
or imagined Insensitivities to minority grievances, the dog population living in our midst has been
totally ignored.
This has been the result of a conscious effort on the part of the
System and the Establishment who,
with an invaluable assist from the
Military-Industrial Complex, have
exploited dogs for centuries and
have now combined to repress their
just demands for a share of the
social and economic pie. This
shameful condition cannot be allowed to continue and dogs throughout the nation are uniting to insure
that it does not. Increasingly, their,
tactics are assuming a militant
character.
The new breed of dogs heatedly
rejects their traditional role as
man's best friend charging that it is
a patronizing concept that places
them in an inferior position. What
is more, many young dogs are r e fusing to follow in the footsteps of
their elders by becoming guards,
sheepherders, retrievers, or children's companions, jobs which have
historically occupied the bottom of
the economic pay scale. To a large
extent, this is a result of a lack of
education and educational opportunities. How many dogs does one
encounter with a college degree?
The number is pitifully small in-

deed. An even greater impediment
to upward social mobility is the
fact that most dogs do not speak
the language. Despite the fact that
most canines have been in this
country for generations, they have
formed themselves into tightly knit
communities which have preserved
their customs and heritage. They
have never assimilated, or have
never been allowed to assimilate,
into American society.
Our
culture abounds with
instances of discrimination against
these beings. In everyday language
such expressions as "it's a dog's
life" or "I'm treated like a dog"
explicitly recognize and accept the
inferior position of dogs. The
greatest insult a person can utter
at a meal is to refer to his repast
as "dog food." On television and
in films and magazines, a conscious effort is made to reinforce
the stereotype of dogs as servile
faithful animals trained to obey
and walk cheerfully at the heel
of their master. Such American
favorites as Lassie and Rin Tin
Tin are now being referred to derisively, as Uncle Fidos by a
large percentage of the dog population.
For further evidence of blatant
discrimination, one need look no
farther than his own backyard. The
celebrated dog house is indeed a
reality for millions of dogs
throughout this country. They are
forced to exist in a dimly lit, unheated hut without plumbing running water, or kitchens, in the
very shadow of affluent homes
The existence of these two totally
opposite situations existing literally side by side must offend
the sensibilities of every thinking
man and woman. There are numerous recorded instances of humans literally taking dogs into their

homes to live. While this is very
commendable, it cannot alter the
basic social and economic facts.
It is time they were corrected" -••%,
One of the most humiliating affronts to a dog is to know that he
cannot enter an eating facility frequented by humans. Even so liberal an institution as Trinity has
signs prominently displayed in
Mather Hall barring all dogs from
its dining halls. A few years ago
dogs were actually barred from
the campus by executive order,
but this was later reversed after
howls of protest.
The most shameful requirement
of all, however, is the insistence -«
on the part of the government that
all dogs be registered and wear
their licenses on a collar around
their neck. Many dogs have simply refused to admit to this and
have thus been the victims of"""
unscrupulous fascist policemen'
popularly known as"dogcatchers."
The fate of these protesting dogs
remains clouded in official secrecy, but observers fear the worst
Increasingly, dogs are making'
themselves heard. Many young
turks are rejecting the moderate
methods of such traditional organizations as the A.S.P.C.A. in favor
of more active pressure on society.
Those humans looking into the
future, past ecology, for the next
cause to be en vogue might well >•>
consider dog rights. Why are there
no dogs in the freshman class
literally speaking? Why are there
no dog administrators? Why no dog
faculty? Why have the very valuable
contributions of dogs for thousands
of years been censored from the
history books? It is time we had
a dog studies program here at Trinity. These are questions which we
should ponder deeply if we are truly "**
concerned with equality and justice
for all.
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The Tuition Hike

College Budget: Three Costly Mistakes
by Richard Schaefer

(Editor's Note: Mr. Schaefer js
treasurer of the student body. His
article, printed below, is a sensible
and well-informed statement on
the recent tuition hike.)
During the course of the past
two weeks the events of the Chuck
Stone case have overshadowed
another significant event in the
Trinity College Storybook, namely,
the tuition increase.
It is relatively easy to playarmchair economist and see three mistakes which have been costly to us.
First, with the market value of our
endowment between 24 and 25 million dollars, the return we are
receiving on this investment is
approximately 4.1 per cent. A good
return is considered to be between
5-6 per cent. To remedy this We
hear that our Investment Committee is departing from its traditionally conservative investments such as insurance companies
to seek higher income and more
growth. Now that we are in financial trouble we are willing to take
more risks.
Secondly, it should be quite clear
to most everyone that room rents
have remained too low for too long
a period of time. Just look around
your room. Doesn't it look like the
college hasn't had any money to
paint, replace broken or nonexistent fixtures and plaster, or
supply adequate lighting? However,
I won't mention the total slum
conditions of Allen East and West.
And I won't mention the infamous
Jarvis Johns. That all happened
overnight. Since these problems
weren't evident and since the dorm
income (room rent) and expenditures are tucked away under Auxiliary Enterprises as tradition
dictates, there has been no careful
analysis of room rents. Thus,
to remedy this we hear that room
rents will increase by $150 for
next year.
Thirdly, for the past several
years our summer school and graduate school programs have been
operating at a deficit. Should we,
as undergraduates, be paying for
their education? The comment has
been made that this deficit is being
financed by part of that 4.1 per
cent return on our investments.
I find this answer totally unacceptable. To remedy this we hear
that the College now plans to make
these programs pay for themselves.
If one digs deeper he will find
more interesting facts. For ex-

ample, Mather Hall runs off a deficit when it is financed completely
by student funds. Faculty arid administrators make no compensation for use of the building. Is it
solely a student center or is it a
campus center? If it is indeed a
campus facility, why don't we investigate the possibilities of amore
equitable share of the expenses?
Shouldn't all who use it pay a fair
share?
Do you want to hear how our
athletic department holds on to
tradition? Now that we have an
eight game football season with
four home games, we are still
operating under an ancient seven
game system where no matter
where the Wesleyan game is played,
the two teams split the gate
receipts. Thus in the past when
we had a seven game season, by
having the equivalent of 3 1/2 home
games per year, our athletic income would remain relatively constant over the years. However, now
that we have an eight game season
this procedure is working in the
opposite direction as we have the
equivalent of 3 1/2 home games one
year and 4 1/2 the next. Although
the amount of money involved is
only about $10,000.00 it causes
fluctuations of 90-100 per cent in
the Athletic Department income.
Isn't that absurd? We haven't heard
yet how they are going to correct
that one.
Although we may find mistakes
and problems, the fact is that
Trinity College is in a financial
bind. I hope that we have learned
from the mistakes of the past,
but how many mistakes have gone
unnoticed? In order to solve our
financial crisis we are faced with
a tuition increase of $200 for next
year and the probability of $200
increases for the next three years.
Is Trinity College pricing itself
out of the market for students?
Are we following a path of polarity
where Trinity College will be an
institution for rich Whites and
poor Blacks? President Lockwood
has suggested that today's private
institutional fees are 2-21/4 times
more expensive than state institutions and that if we hit the magic
multiple 3 we'll be in trouble.
I would maintain that we are in
trobule NOW at 2 1/4 and are
going steadily down until destruction, perhaps at 3.
With assistance from state and
federal government as well as that
of foundations being very minimal
in today's economy, Trinity College

Senate Resolution
"Be it resolved that the Senate recognizes the need of this College to improve its
financial situation. Nevertheless it is the sense of this Senate that the procedure by
which financial decisions have been made, including most especially the last two tuition
increases, has repeatedly shown itself to be of doubtful quality. Therefore, in line with
Sect. 5 of the Student Bill of Rights, we recommend prompt implementation of
procedures requiring Student and faculty participation in the decision-making process.
Specifically, the Senate wishes to make it clear that if such procedures would necessitate student and faculty membership on the Board of Trustees, then this Senate urges
the Board of Trustees to revise its charter and by-laws to permit student and faculty
participation in the decisions of the Board."

must turn to friends, alumni, and
students. The students have now
been hit. How about if we demonstrate our need to others in hope
that we will do better than our
famous $40,000 gates?
In conclusion let me say that
this is meant to be more of a

report to the Student Body than
a criticism of our financial practices. I have sympathy for Treasurers — I am one. Although I
was disappointed by the mistakes
of the past and especially the
method surrounding the decision
making process I was encouraged

to see that President Lockwood
had the interest, concern, and desire to BREAK tradition and discuss with the students the financial position of the College. I can
only hope that now that we have
taken the one small step we can
move on to the giant leap.

Grade Report Due*..
(From P. 1)
graded courses and honors graduation will continue to rest with the
departments.
In a move for increased efficiency in implementing the proposal the motion further stated that
all decisions regarding the choices
of subject and grading system must
be completed no later than two
weeks after the first day of classes.
In formulating its proposals, the
Committee used the grading poll
taken in December, which asked
members of the student body and
faculty to rank possible grading
alternatives, including the present
system and the proposed system.
The results of this poll were
weighed by the committee against
graduate school response to proposed adaptation. According to the
survey taken by the committee
among 26 top graduate schools, including Yale Law, Cornell Business School and the University
of Connecticut's various schools,(
requirements were diversified and
individualistic, but nearly all r e -

quired some grading. Medical Michael Crawford, '72, Michael
schools tended to emphasize grad- Gillette, '71, Jeff Green '70, Carlo
ing in the first two years of col- Forzani, '70 and Tim Wallach,
lege, while a number of law schools '72; Professors Stephen Minot,
suggested the latter two years were George W, Doten, J. Ronald Spenmore important.
cer, and Gerald L. Witt, and MiIt was the feeling of the Com- chael T. Pretina,
.. , ,,,..,
mittee, therefore, that grading
could not be abolished without fear
of endangering the graduate opportunities of Trinity graduates. The
proposed system, however, would
allow the student greater leeway Wednesday, Feb. 18
Jones & Laughlin Steel Company
in the evaluation of non-major
Aetna Insurance Company
subjects without jeopardizing his
. U. S..Navy .. .„ ,:
, ,.,'.. ,;/
major and his chances1 of postUpjohn' Company (pharmaceutigraduate study. Furthermore, the
cal)
" ' " " >"•'.'-'•'.•
proposed system would insure the
Experiments in International
student would not have to rely
living (evening)
solely on his Graduate Record
Thursday, Feb. 19
Exams for acceptance.
Jones & Laughlin Steel Company
The Committee was set up last
Hartford Insurance Group
year as part of the Curriculum
Connecticut Bank & Trust
Revision Report, Originally, its
First National Bank of Chicago
report was due in January, but was
Friday, Feb. 20
delayed for further examination of
First National Bank of Boston
poll results.
Brookfield, Connecticut Public
Members of the Committee are
Schools

Career Counseling
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Urban Study Group
Seeking Program
by Mark Welshimer
"We hope to have hammered out tional Science Foundation under
specific plans for an Urban and En- its College Science Improvement
vironmental Studies Program by Program. Under this program, all
the Feb. 25 all-day, open working the sciences in a college get tosession," saidC. Freeman Sleeper, gether and form a three-year proassociate dean for academic gram for general improvement.
affairs, who has been coordinating
"This has been in the workings
the meetings of an open committee since June of '68. Last September
to explore the possibilities of such we decided to add the social and
a program.
physical aspects of the Urban and
William
C. Lawrence '70 Environmental Studies," Perry
said that "we've finally got the said. If approved funds would not
verbage out of the way. We're phas- be available until the Trinity Term
ing into a working committee." next year.
Sleeper distributed a memoOn the omission of students in the
randum dated Feb. 6 to 60 faculty early stages of the research for a
and students Inviting each to "sub- program, Lawrence said that it
mit a brief draft describing his was "probably Intentional. But when
own vision or model for a pro- interested students were not
gram." A screening committee, informed of the October meeting,
consisting of Lawrence, Carlos M, Searle took concrete action. The
Martinez '71, Kevin B.Sullivan'72, Chuck Stone controversy also drew
Leroy Dunn, associate prof essor of attention to the program."
economics, and Bradley W. Perry,
assistant professor of physics, will
condense the material to be p r e sented at the open Feb. 25 meeting.
Specific questions faced by the
committee are the scope of Urban
and Environmental Studies, its r e lation to Black and Puerto Rican
Studies, general methodology, who
should be involved, and whether a
The "library has published a list
center for Urban and Environ- of recommended reading on Black
mental Studies should be con- Studies programs.
sidered with some of its functions
The titles, currently on closed
removed from the academic struc- reserve at the library, include
ture of the College.
works by McGeorge Bundy,
Herman Badillo, lecturer in r e s - Lawrence Chisolm, Harold' Cruse
idency last week, said he was and others,
The foremost work on the list
"wary of the intellectural contribution of professors to a problem is a Yale University publication
which is political rather than tech- entitled BLACK STUDIES IN THE
UNIVERSITY: A SYMPOSIUM. Denical or Intellectual."
Badillo, addressing the com- scribed by Librarian Donald B.
mittee and others interested on Engley as "a most substantial
Feb. 5, stressed the need for action and useful item", it is an edited
in the community, and said "the record of the May 1968 symposium
least important aspect of the pro- at Yale, which was one of the
gram should be the training of earlier attempts to define the inexperts." He warned against tellectual and political issues in"studying in a vacuum when you've volved in programs of Black
got to get involved in the city." Studies.
Other works on the list include
Sleeper outlined three stages in
the development of the program. Harvard's REPORT OF THE FACThe first stage began last spring, ULTY ON AFRICAN AND AFROafter the curriculum revision, when AMERICAN STUDIES, Ernest Dun"
a gathering of interested faculty bar's BLACK STUDIES THING
was called to formulate a basic FROM
THE EDUCATIONAL
program, Sleeper said. "We took a RECORD
and
THE BLACK
survey of related courses already CURRICULUM: DEVELOPING A
offered, and made a decision to hold PROGRAM IN AFRO-AMERICAN
a planning conference during last STUDIES, by Sidney F. Walton.
October's open week," he said.
The Yale work also includes
Sleeper termed this a phase of contributions
from
Operation
faculty participation. Students were Breakthrough official Donald Ogilinvited, but many did not know it in vie. Dr. Alvin Poussaint, Edwin
the "confusion," he added.
Rekey and Arrnstead L. RobinDuring the second phase, a de- son. It was edited by members of
cision was made to limit the "semi- the Yale African-American Studies
official" committee to six faculty Group, which Is dedicated to promembers and six students, "No moting studies of black history and
decision to exclude anyone was culture in this country.
made. Others were invited, even
when it became a committee"
Sleeper said. .
.. •
'
At a mid-December meeting, a
faculty member proposed that
Chuck stone become a member of
the committee, and part of his
work to be to coordinate this with
Black Studies, Sleeper added.
Faculty members on the committee are Robert H. Brewer, assoThe Trinity Community Action
ciate professor of biology,' Alex- Center (TCAC) is sponsoring an
ander MacKimmie, professor of Education course (480) taught by
education, Perry, Dunn, Norman Martin Decker, assistant proMiller, professor of sociology, and fessor of education, and the Rev
Clyde D. MoKee, assistant profes- Alexander Harper of the Council
sor of government, Robert Lindsay, of Christian Social Action of the
professor of physics, and Robert United Church of Christ.
A. Battis, professor of economics
The course meets on Wednesare alternate members.
day from 1-4 p.m. Classes inAlthough asked to appoint six clude readings and discussions of
student members, the Senate racial injustice and the problems
appointed eight. They were William of urban education.
S. Searle '70, Nancy J. Tripp '71,
"A large part of the Course is
Gerard R. Rucci '70, Charles Bel- spent on social action in the comknap' '72, Martinez, Sullivan, Lawr- munity," explained Dicker Stuence, and
dents receive two course credits
"The third stage is one in which for their participation in commuwe're really beginning to put plans nity activities, he added
on paper," Sleeper said. This will
Sullivan, -71." arranges
culminate in the Feb. 25 meeting andKevin
evaluates
the social work of
"Our objective is to develop a the students. He
is on an open
program that will continue, that semes er under the supervision
doesn't depend on a core of several of Decker.
people," Sleeper added.
A request for funds for the
Fifteen hours of social work are
program is being made to the Na- required for the course.

Black Studies
Shelf Set
By Library

New Home for i?V
Construction work at corner of Summit and New Britain (top) is for a new headquarters for Connecticut
Educational Television Corp., presently housed in Boardman Hall. Architects rendering (above) shows new
two-story building which will house studies, offices, control rooms and telephone and microwave
equipment. Steel tower will mount microwave transmitter and receiving atennas, connecting the studio with
channel 53 transmitter in Norwich, channel 49 in Bridgeport and channel 24 on Avon Mountain.

Conference Approves •Stone.'... :
(From P. 1)
Student Membership
The Faculty Conference decided
to open five previously all faculty
committees to student representation at the faculty meeting on Tuesday, Feb. 3, which will include the
Academic Affairs, Curriculum,
College Affairs, Lecture, and
Financial Affairs Committees.
Now only the Committees on Appointments and Promotions r e mains closed to students.
The student-faculty ratios.-will
range from two-two for the l e c ture Committee to three-nine for
the Curriculum Committee.
Stuart W. Mason'71, president of

the student body, said he hopes the
appointment of student members to
the committees will be left to the
Senate, The Senate will encourage
people who are interested in be- 1
coming representatives to make
their interest known to the Senate.
He said he hopes to see equal
student-faculty representation on
all committees in the near future,
arid looks, forward to opening up
a channel through the Committee
on Academic Standing as one possibility for a means of dealing
with matters of 'capricious academic grading'.

sound, viable black studies," "One
of the regrets that 1 have is that
I won't be able to work with both
of them."
Stone sharply criticized the
Hartford TIMES for representing his motives in Hartford as
being political. The TIMES will
be "deprived for not seeing me
run for office in Hartford," he
said.
He said the paper'"had
maligned me and my motives in
a most unconscionable display of
racism which has characterized
the whole history of the Hartford
TIMES,"

Urban Work
Class Bached
ByT.CA.C.
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Pantalone, Floyd Pace Trinity Victory
by Chuck Wright
Five men hit double figures as
'Srinity beat Kings Point last Saturday night before a sparse but en, J thusiastic crowd in the Ferris
Athletic Center, 99-94. Joe Pantalone once again led the Bantam
attack with 35 points and 17 r e bounds.
"The main difference in the
game was Kings Point's inability
to cope with our zone defense and
the timely shooting by Al Floyd,"
•commented Coach Shults.
In the first half, Trinity tried
•t—- to' go with an aggressive man?*• to-man defense against the mer: chant marines, who were not r e futed to have good offensive guards
according to the scouting report.
But Kings Point tore the Bantam
defense apart in the early going
by picking the Trinity guards off

f

on the Kings Point pivot men.
The result was a little man trying
futilely to guard a taller man in a
one-on-one situation.
Because of this effective strategy employed by Kings Point,
Trinity found itself down by as
many as 12 points midway in the
first half. Shults called a time-out
and instructed the starting quintet to switch to a two-one-two zone
defense thus cutting off the Kings
Point drive and forcing the quick
guards to shoot from the outside.
By the end of the first half, the
Bantams had slowly and methodically picked away at the Kings Point
lead. In the closing seconds of the
half Trinity took over, 44-42,
With five minutes gone in the
second half, Trinity finally opened
up. Pantalone, Ron Cratero, and
Tom McGuirk started to clear
the boards off the long frustrated

Kings Point shots, and fired out
passes to Greenblatt and Floyd
to start some timely fast breaks.
With all five men whipping the ball
around the court, the Bantams put
the game out of reach.
Building up an eighteen point
lead, the Bantams coasted in to
their second victory in a row,
giving them a 9-6 record, and more
wins than they had all last year.
The wins over Wesleyan and
Kings Point last week marked the
first time since before the Christmas break that Trinity had been
able to put together back-to-back
wins, and it gives the Bants the
much-needed momentum going into
the last six games of the season,
climaxed by the away games
against Wesleyan and the season's
finale against the University ot
Hartford at the Ferris Center.
The W.P.I, game is here tonight

at 8:15.
Basketball P.S.: Joe Pantalone
is on his way to breaking his own
record set last year by scoring
the most points in a season. He
is currently averaging better than
Trinity
Fg F
Pantalone 13 9
Greenblatt 7 2
5 1
Cratero
6 7
FloVd
4 2
McGuirk
0 0
Sasali
2 0
Newell
1 0
Merrill
0 2
Wright
Kaplan
0 0
0 0
Payne
0 0
Winrow

Photo: Bettrnann Archive

27 points a game as compared to
his 26 point average last year. It
is possible that he could become
the fourth Trinity player to score
over 1000 points in a career, and
he would do it in only two years.

Kings Point
T
35
16
11
19
10
O
O
2
2
O
O

Ft F

T

1 O
2
Brennan
7 3 17
Waryas
6 3 15
Miller
O 6
6
Brown
3 4 10
Johnson
1 3 1 27
Lukas
1 1
3
Larsen
O o
0
Moore
8
Obelenus 4 o
1 2
4
Prosser
O O
O
Doyla
o Homicki 1 O 2

Icemen Drop
Two Matches,
Top MIT, 4-1
by Shawn O'Donnell
Keeping pace with basketball,
the Trinity hockey team has had
an on and off season. Following
last week's effortless three game
sweep in the MIT tournament, the
pucksters seemed primed to blaze
through the rest of the schedule.
Unfortunately, this year's pattern of fitful stops and starts
continued when the Bantams lost
to the Yale JV's and New Haven
College just after their tournament conquest. Trinity snapped
back from this brief relapse by
beating hospitable MIT 4-1 on
Saturady night to bring the season's *
record to 8 and 6.
'?
The Ivy League rink mastery
over Trinity was sustained by the
Elis' close 5-3 decision over the
Bantams last Wednesday. The
Bulldogs broke up a close game
in the last period by scoring four
goals. Wings Frank. Far well, and T r
John Kiley scored for Trinity. .;
Goalie Carl Norris sparkled despite the constant pressure applied
by the Yale line. John Milliken
added the third Bantam goal.
Two days later, Trinity succumbed to rugged New Haven Col• lege, 7-4. Their momentum r e versed by the Yale defeat, the
Bantams sagged in the opening
period. New Haven clinched the
contest in the first ten minutes
by scoring four times. Later,"goals
by Alex MacDonald, Peter. Lawrence and Paul Bushueff somewhat
revived the reeling Bantams, but
the game was already lost.
It must be said that the Bantams
may lose but they are never really
outclassed. Even mighty Harvard .
could only put the relatively modest
margin of five goals between itself
and Trinity. Coach Ray Batscin's
squad has been held baeJc by. an
unusually long and difficult schedule. At this point, Trinity has
already played more hockey games
than it did all last year. Indeed,
teams like Penn and Rutgers r e main to be played.

Hair.
It's not the style that counts,
it's what's under it.
». THE EQUITABLE
For a free 18" x 24" poster of this advertisement,, write: The Equitable, Dept B, G.P.O.

U70.

Happily, Trinity's prospects
were brightened by the reappearance of the MIT Engineers who
came bounding through the gelid
atmosphere like a pack of Saint
Bernards. The Bantams always
shove the Engineers around the
ice at will. This they did last Saturday, registering a 4-1 victory.
Explosive Cliff McFeely got his
second hat trick of the season.
Steady Frank Farwell chipped in
with one goal. Sheldon Crosby and
Carl Norris shared the goal-tending duties.
;
The team hosts Lowell Tech
tomorrow nig-ht at the West Hartford Arena and Rutgers oh Friday.
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THIS
WEEK

Tennis Pros ml Ferris
by Paul Sachnor

A near-capacity crowd of over 2,000 crowded the Ferris gym Sunday
Tuesday, Feb. 17
night as the Trinity Club of Hartford and World Championship Tennis
10:00 a.m.-2:0O p.m. - Navy OCS
provided a pair of singles and a doubles match involving Dennis Ralston
- T.V. Lounge
and Butch Bucholz of the United States, Roger Taylor of England, and
3:00 p.m. - Fencing - lirandeis Nicki Pillc of Yugoslavia.
Away
The first singles contest pitted the colorful Taylor and super-serving^
4:00 p.m. - Crown Investment
Ralston of U.S. Davis Cup fame. The American's booming aces were
League - Alumni Lounge
true crowd-pleasers as Ralston jumped off to a quick 4-1 edge after
4:00 p.m. - Concert Clioir
five games. Taylor battled back, however, as a pair of questionable
Rehearsal — Garmany Hall
lines calls seemed to rattle Ralston, The steady Englishman countered
5:15 p.m. - Christian Fellowship by breaking Ralston's serve in an amazing' comeback to cop a 9-7 win,
Senate Rm.
(In pro tennis the first winner of eight games is the match winner.)
6:30 p.m. - Revitalization Corps The second singles affair between Pilic and Buecholz was characterS. 49
ized by the American's seeming lack of ability at placing a drop shot
6:45 and 7:15 p.m. - Baker
over the net. Pilic's commanding serve was a constant hindrance to
Scholarship Dinner - Faculty Club and
Bucholz, as the Yugoslavian succeeded in breaking service in the fourth
Hamlin Hall
game and go on to win, 8-5.
6:30 p.m. - F. Basketball - WPI Both Pilic and Bucholz were popular with the crowd with their
Home
assortment of verbal comments during and between points.
8:15 p.m. - V. Basketball - WPI Victories In the two singles netted Taylor and Pilic $500 each, while
Home
Ralston and Bucholz took $400 second prize.
7:15 p.m. - Instrumental Rehearsal
The doubles match with Taylor and Ralston against Pilic and Bucholv
- Garmany Hall
was strictly for fun but it contained some of the most exciting tennis of
8:00 p.m. - Archeological Society
the evening. The Ralston-Taylor duo combined the serve of the former
- Lecture by Dr. George F. Dales,
•with the consistency of the latter to carry off a 10-5 win over Bucholz"Univ. of Penna. - "Current
Pilic.
Excavations in Southern Afghanistan"
Earlier in the afternoon the four players conducted an informal and
- Wean Lounge
informative clinic. Alter reviewing the various grips and shots the
10:30 p.m. - Compline Chapel
players demonstrated with young area players and members of the
9:00 p.m. - Films: "Yellow
Trinity tennis team.
Submarine", "Alice's Restaurant" The appearance of professional sports at Trinity could be an important
Cinestudio, KrieWe Audit. -General
step in the planning of future events at the College. The overwhelming
Admission $2.00 - Students with ID
success of Sunday night's events demonstrates the Hartford area's
Cards$1.25
Interest in Trinity-sponsored events as well as the great flexibility
Wednesday, Feb. 18
of the new Ferris center.
y : 0 0 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. The tartan floor which was used as a surface for the court was des«PV Experiment in International Living" cribed by Dennis Ealston as "a little fast" but certainly a feasible^
T.V. Lounge
Roger Taylor of England appeared at the Ferris Center Sunday to . surface for tennis. The success of Sunday night gives a favorable foreNoon - The Eucharist - Chapel
4:00 p.m. - Concert Choir defeat American ex-Davis Cup star Dennis Ralston. The exuberant cast for future events at Ferris.
Rehearsal - Garmany Hall
Britisher won in an exciting match, 9-7.
4:00 p.m. - T.C.C. - Wean Lounge
4:00 p.m. - Yacht Club - Alumni Rehearsal - Garmany Hall
Exhibits
Lounge
4:00 p.m.-Faculty Conference 8:00 p.m. - Hockey-Lowell Alumni Lounge
Library
Tech-Home (West Hartford Arena)
7:30 p.m. - Community Seminar
The Puerto Rican and the City 9:00 p.m. - Films (as Tuesday) - Series - Baird Hastings and Ensemble
Lobby Cases
Cinestudio, Krieble Audit.
- "The Development of the Concerto
Thursday, Feb. 19
Idea in the 18th Century" -Austin Austin Arts
' 4 : 0 0 p.m. - concert Choir Arts Center
8:00 p.m. - Film: "Pierrot Le Fou" . Through February 21 - Scholastic
Rehearsal - Gaimany Hall
Art Exhibit
5:15 p.m. - Christian Fellowship - , - Cinestudio, Krieble A.
Senate Rm.
Open Week
7:15 p.m. - Instrumental Rehearsal
- Garmany Hall
To Compensate for, classes to be missed on Good Friday and Senate Day.
8:00 p.m. -. Lecture by Alex
On Monday, February 23 - Go To Wednesday classes
Potamianos. "Art Judgment: The
On Tuesday, February 24 - Go to Friday classes
Achievement of Unity and Harmony"
Wed. - Fri., Feb. 25-27 - Open Period - No Classes
- McCook A.
10:30 p.m. - The Eucharist Chapel
9:00 p.m. - Films (as Tuesday)

Friday, Feb. 20
4:00 p.m. - V. Squash - Bowdoin
-Home
7:15 p.m. - Hillel Sabbath Service
- Senate Rm.
6:30 p.m. - F. Basketball - Bowdoin
-Home
'' .; 8:15 p.m. - V. Basketball - U. of H.
- Home
8:00 p.m. ~ Hockey - Rutgers at
Choate
7:00 p.m. continuous - Films (as
TuesdavY - Cinestudio, Krieble A.

Saturday, Feb. 21

2:00 p.m. - Films (as Tuesday 9:00
p.m.) - Cinestudio
2:00 p.m. - Fencing - MIT Home
2:00 p.m. - V. Swim - Bowdoin Home
2:00 p.m. - V. Squash - MIT Home
6:30 p.m. - F. Basketball - Coast
Guard • • Away
5:00 - 7:00 p.m. - ITALIAN NITE
Buffet for students.
. 7:30 p.m. - BUTTON DOWN
SOUND - Washington Rm. Admission: $1.50
: 8:00 p.m. ~ Films: "Young
. A p h r o d i t e s 1 ' , "The Blob" Cinestudio, Krieble Auditorium

Sunday, Feb. 22
10:30 a.m. . - The Eucharist and
Sermon - Chapel
1:15 p.m. - Newman Apostolate
Mass - Alumni Lounge
2:00 p.m. - B.B, KING in Concert
and GASOLINE - Ferris Center
2:30 p.m. - Chamber Music Series
— Jean-Pierre Rampal; and Robert
Veyron-LiiCroix - Goodwin Theater,
A.A.C. *(Reception following concert
in A.A.C.)
5:0,0 p.m. - Vespers - Crypt Chapel
8:00 - Film: "Nothing But The
B e s t " - Cinestudio, Krieble
Auditorium
:
,
8:00 p.m. - Senate - Wean Lounge

Monday, Feb. 23
4 • 0(' p.m. -

Concert Choir

Badillo. ••

nominations of either major parties. He was a candidate on the
Liberal ticket.
The approach that Badillo outlined for securing support from
these groups centers on selfinterest. He said that "if you can
convince each of these groups that
they have a personal stake in saving the cities, and that the only
way to do it is to band together,
then you have mastered the task."
Badillo expects the formulation
of the liberal coalition will be the
"essential political task of the ngxt
few years" for those who want to
face up to the problems of the
cities.
Badillo said that only Robert
Kennedy has been able to "strike
the responsive chord which binds"
the Young, the Blacks, the Puerto
Ricans, the white liberals, and the
labor unions together.
Kennedy • won . over the labor
unions, which represent lowermiddle-class whites, by "pointing
out their common insecurity with
the poor, said Badillo. "Only HE
could tell them that they had a
responsibility to the poor."
Badillo said that he doubted
whether many labor unions would
now join a liberal coalition. He cited
the unions which already have substantial numbers of Blacks and
Puerto Ricans as probable exceptions.
Badillo dismissed the idea that
once the liberal coalition has
j gained greater rights for racial
minorities, a backlash will naturally occur.
"Proximity of :. minorities has
nothing to do with reaction," stated
the ex-Borough President. He ofr

(From P. 1)
fered Manhattan, with its combination of the very rich whites and
the very poor Blacks and Puerto
Ricans, as the best counterexample to the "proximity reaction" theory. Manhattan is the most
liberal borough in New York City.
When members of the Puerto
Rican community of Hartford
started to complain from the audience about poor relations between
the Black and Puerto Rican community leaders, Badillo told them
that such quibbling was only "fighting over the crumbs instead of
seeking out a chunk of the
larger pie." Badillo complained
that Blacks and Puerto Ricans
fight over a few Poverty Program
jobs instead of fighting for more
minority jobs in the labor unions
On Thursday afternoon, Badillo
received a piece of "hate mail"
from someone in Hartford. He said
that he gets hate letters often after
appearing in public.

Nicki Pilic in action. The Yugoslavian defeated American Butch
Bucholz in pro tennis Sunday evening at the Ferris Center.

ADVERTISEMENT

OFF-CAMPUS
Students on any kind of
off-campus program including
j u n i o r year abroad, open
semesters, and programs of study
at other colleges must notify' the
Office of Educational Services of
their absence.
Deadlines for notification for
the Christmas term 1970 are
March 20, 1970, for preliminary
notification and April 24, 1970
for students', •final decision For
the Trinity Term, the preliminary
notification, date is October 23
1970, and the final decision of
the student should be in by
November 13,1970.

^Larlthese

men

Whing? Find out

on The Don Adams Special: "Hooray
for^Hollywood"... brought to you by
Budweiser®, the King of Beers*. Thursday, February 26, CBS-TV, 8 p.m. EST.
Anheuser-Busch, Inc. . St. Louis
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Harvard, Army Defeat Swordsmen, Frosh Lose In Overtime
Princeton Prevails In Scrimmage
by Joel Strogoff

The Trinity swordsmen faced the meet of the season. The Hilltop- competition.
most difficult portion of their sche- pers fared surprisingly well
Trin foilers performed well,
dule during the past week and wound against Army, losing 15-12, while winding up 3-6 against Princeton
up with two losses against two of Princeton won big in a scrimmage, and 5-4 against Army. PaulMeyenthe most powerful fencing squads 18-9. The Princeton loss does dorff finished 3-3 as did Scott
in the country.
not count toward the team's season Sutton, while Stu Hamilton was
On Wednesday the Bantams fell record which presently stands at 2-4.
to Harvard, 17-10. The entire team 6-3.
Epee was led by Jack Luxemfenced well against the Crimsons,
The sabres wound up 3-6 against bourg who had the only winning
especially Kevin Anderson who Princeton and 2-7 against Army. day for the Bantams at 4-2. Kevin
wound up 3-0 in epee, but the Joel Greenspan finished 3-3 for the Anderson and Phil Daleybothwere
overall strength of the Cantabs afternoon to lead the group, while 2-4.
prevailed.
Kevin O'Malley and Paul Cullen
The worst part of their slate
At Army on Saturday Trinity each racked up 1-2 scores. Marsh- over, the fencers travel to Branfaced the Cadets and Princeton all Garrison was 1-5 in bouts deis today and host M.I.T. onSaturin the team's second triangular against some tough Tiger and Cadet day.

Determined to gain their first
In a wild overtime battle the
freshman basketball team lost to victory, the frosh came out and
Kings Point 86-84, for its 10th played a strong second half. Thanks
consecutive defeat."" The Frosh to some hot shooting by Mike
now have only four games remain- McGuirk and Ray Perkins, Trinity
ing in which to break into the win- came from behind and eventually
went ahead 62-61. From this point
ning column.
The game started slowly and on the lead changed hands several
after about 10 minutes had elapsed, times as the two teams continKings Point led 17-13. Here the ually traded baskets. During the
visitors, aided by Trinity's sloppy comeback, McGuirk and Perkins
play, reeled off 12 straight points personally accounted for 29 of the
to assume a commanding 29-13 team's first 38 points.
Finally, with only 15 seconds
lead. The Bantams were able to
cut the lead slightly but still trailed remaining in regulation time, a
basket by McGuirk tied the score
36-24 at halftime.
at 78-78. Kings Point, however,
soon committed an offensive foul
and Trinity regained possession of
the ball with eight seconds still
showing on the clock. The Bantams, however, did not have any
timeouts left and a hurried shot
at the buzzer by Nat Williams
fell short thus sending the game
into overtime.
In the overtime period neither
team was able to open up a substantial lead. With Kings Point
ahead 86-84, and only 12 seconds
showing on the clock, MeGuirk
went to the foul line for Trinity
with a one and one situation. He
miss'ed on his first attempt, however, and Kings Point was able to
grab the rebound and run out the
clock.
Leading scorers in the game for
Trinity were McGuirk and Ray
Perkins with 28 points apiece.
Perkins was especially hot from
the free throw line hitting all 12
of his second half attempts.'

CEILING
AND
VISIBILITY
UNLIMITED
At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft "ceiling and visibility unlimited"
is not just an expression. For example, the President of our
parent corporation joined P&WA only two years after receiving an engineering degree. The preceding President, now
Chairman, never worked for any other company. The current
President of P&WA started in-our engineering department
as an experimental engineer and moved up to his present
position. In fact, the majority of our senior officers all have
one thing in common — degrees in an engineering or
scientific field.
To insure CAVU*, we select our engineers and scientists
carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate education opportunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can
manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.
Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL •
AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •
MARINE • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 'PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY • MATERIALS SCIENCE • CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCIENCE-ENGINEERING SCIENCE* ENGINEERING MECHANICS.
Consult your college placement officer — or write Mr.
William L. Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

RICO'S PIZZA
and
JUMBO GRINDERS
Serving Trinity for 17 Years.
168 Hillside Ave. .
Phone 247-4980
Tue. - Sat.
9 A . M . - 1 0 P.M.
Sun. 3 P.M. - 9 P.M.
Deliver Free: "College Only"

Elm wood
Car Sales
98b New Britain Ave.
West Hartford
Phone 527-7174

67 Plymouth
4 Dr. Sedan

$599

67 Opel Station Wagon $ 999
67 Fiat 850
Sport Coupe

$1099

66 Olds Cutlass Conv. $1099
might also mean full utilization of your technical skills
a wide range of challenging programs which include jet
J t h e newest military and commercial aircraft, gas
for industrial and marine use, rocket engines for space
S l a !
Lei cells for space vehicles and terrestrial uses, and

65 Chev Impala Conv.

$899

65 Corvair Conv.,
Extra Nice

$899

64 Comet 4 Dr.

$599

other advanced systems.

Pratt & Whitney fisrcraft
EAST HARTFORD AND NUDDLETOWN, CONNECT.CUT
WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

u

DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

A

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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ve fcnown for years what are
the problems of the cities, and we
have the technological knowhow to
overcome them. Our biggestproblem
is deciding to face up to them."

7
by Steven Pearlstein
What Herman Badillo said in the numerous classes he visited at the
college, and during the informal discussions and formal lectures, is
basically what he said last year when he ran for Mayor of New York
City. No doubt he will say the same things when he runs again for
political office. This is what made the 1970 lecture-in-residence unique,
not in terms of content, but in terms of approach.
Badillo spent most of his time outlining the problems of the cities,
and particularly New York City, where he has spent most of his life
after coming to. this country, at age 11. In classes and in his lectures, he
maintained that the cities are no longer viable and necessary institutions
because:
*Private enterprise will no longer invest in the cities due to low
return and a racist attitude;
*The white-middle-class is stepping up the exodus to the suburbs as
fast as the new highways can take them there and the new suburban
shopping and entertainment facilities can keep them there;
^The municipal governments have insufficent funds to cope with
urban problems,- and the state and federal governments have not
realigned their priorities so that they can be much of a help;
*Nobody is applying enough pressure to force reforms in housing,
education, and welfare which are all dominated by racism.
"We've known for years esactly what are the problems of the cities,
and have ,the technological knowhow to overcome them. Our biggest
problem is deciding to face up to them," Badillo told a class on
Monday.
Iii his second lecture, Badillo addressed himself to the subject of
community control and separate racial societies.
.
He said that since the white-middle-class has abondonned the city, it
has been left to the poor Blacks and Puerto Ricans who cannot
maintain it. As these minorities call for more services, more of the
whites move out, and with them the bulk of the municipal tax revenue.
All that the minorities can do is to claim control of what they have left,
in the. name of community control.
,
"The problem is that the whites take community control as a sign
that they no longer have a commitment to the poor," said the
ex-Borough president of the Bronx.
Badillo maintained that the key to solving racial and urban problems
is to allow the minorities to participate fully and equally in the total
;
society.
-oV..-.-.•.
He said that -the first and most important area for this participation is
politics, which was, the subject of his third lecture, entitled, "A
Proposal for A New Political. Coalition." In that lecture, he said that if
the poor minorities are joined by the young, the white liberals of the
middle classes, and liberal labor unions, that a strong political coalition
could bring about the needed reforms.
What lay behind his ideas was not a complex association of theories
and abstract statistics. Instead Badillo talked of examples and
experiences with the urban problems. He talked of airplane engines and
relocated families and garbage collection.
And when he shunned campus intellectuals for trying to find
scholarly approaches to the cities, Badillo was not expressing the Joe
McCarthy type anti-intellectualism. What he meant to say is that we
have had enough of the theories and the reasons^ and that the time has
come for all us of to work through the political system in order to do
what we have decided is right.
"As repugnant as it may seem," he told the Committee on Urban and
Environmental Studies, "politics and political action should have the
highest priority when dealing with urban problems."
As the week progressed, this subtle conflict of the intellectual versus
the politicial took clearer form. Students were somewhat amazed that
Badillo talked in the same manner in classrooms and at luncheons as he
did during the lectures. The open coffee hour attracted less than 20
students. By Thursday night, the lecture attendance dropped
significantly.
Yet it was ironic that while some were dismissing Badillo's approach,
he gave the Urban Studies Committee a long list of projects and
priorities which they could consider. He outlined a whole new approach
for community action for an Education 480 class. And when a
sociology class studying the city asked for suggestions for possible
study from the "unscholarly" politician, he could have talked endlessly.
What seemed to be at the heart of the difference between the
political and the intellectual approach was this: that the intellectual
asked, "We know what the problems are, but what shall we do?" while
the politician said, "We know what the problems are and here is what
we need to do, so lets do it!"

